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Available in various sizes, bright
cool colors, a unique new very
durable cotton material

Great reward
Tug toys!

Designed for training young dogs and keeping
targeting techniques correct in experienced dogs.
Excellent quality coverings (jute or Bite Suit
material) and its average hardness allows proper
grip dog training. This forearm length sleeve
is super for teaching bite techniques. The back of
the sleeve is open with a handle to hold onto when
your arm is not in the sleeve. The sleeve can be
used on either the left or right arm. Lightweight.

is already getting great highly rated reviews. The
design gives you a perfect feel for the dog when
he is on the bite. The new inside design gives
super stability. Available in ﬁrm and softer version.
Takes our standard jute sleeve cover. The EVO
sleeve (ﬁrm) will be used in many championships
this year.
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Message from the
West Coast German Shepherd Schutzhund Club
Executive Board of Directors
Ros Jamieson

We extend a warm welcome to everyone for Workweek 2016!

We have 50 guests this year, many of whom have come an extremely long way. We have
guests from as far away as Newfoundland, Australia and South Africa! This demonstrates
Jane Holowaty how the schutzhund sport and the German Shepherd Dog can bring people together from
all walks of life and many different countries. The common goal is learning and sharing
about the sport and the working GSD.
Our guests this year include numerous world competitors, national competitors,
national/teaching helpers and judges.

Steve Burger

We have a mix of people who have been to Workweek numerous times and some who are
here for the first time. We hope that you will all find the experience inspiring and informative
and that it will promote your passion for the sport and the working german shepherd dog.
We also appreciate your continued support for our fundraising efforts. This makes it
possible to host Workweek, as well as provide our ongoing donations to local police
department’s K-9 units.

Thank you to everyone for making the time and commitment to attend our event.
Lance Collins

West Coast Executive

Jeff Keen
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BE VARIABLE

Be variable!
It is important to be variable in your training. Doing
everything exactly the same each time is incredibly
boring for your dog (as well as for you as a trainer).
Being predictable as a trainer can result in complacency
and less than maximum effort on the part of the dog.
When most trainers think of being variable they think in
terms of varying when or how they deliver rewards. This
is important - not always using the same reward keeps
things more interesting. (toy/food/praise, or in bite work how the helper reacts)
However it is also important to create variability in terms
of the demands of the task. It is important to challenge
and expand the dog's abilities. This promotes
understanding and is essential for having a dog perform
reliably in varying situations.
Recently some new research also points to the
importance of varying the initial learning repetitions of a
new task, and that this variation results in faster and
better learning. Although the research came from human
studies this can also have relevance for dog training.
Most good trainers probably do this automatically
already.

Located in Langley BC,

Corporate awards
Sports trophies
Custom engraving
Our showroom is open
Monday to Friday
8:30am to 5:00pm
To Place an Order or Get a Quote:
1(800) 665-2771
(604) 533-0171
Fax: (604) 533-1677
Email:
Trophies and Engraving trophies@centaurawards.com
Ribbons, Rosettess and Sashes
ribbons@centaurawards.com
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Interesting training articles and videos for every canine owner
from pet to competition

Innovative training solutions

www.dogtrainerresource.com
CANADA and USA authorized dealer for Educator Training Collars.

Rugged design with programmable BOOST and CLEAN stimulation.
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BE VARIABLE

Want to learn a new skill? Faster? Change up your
practice sessions
When practicing and learning a new skill, making slight
changes during repeat practice sessions may help people
master the skill faster than practicing the task in precisely
the same way, Johns Hopkins researchers report.
In a study of 86 healthy volunteers asked to learn a
computer-based motor skill, those who quickly adjusted to
a modified practice session the second time around
performed better than when repeating their original task,
the researchers found. The results support the idea that a
process called reconsolidation, in which existing memories
are recalled and modified with new knowledge, plays a key
role in the strengthening of motor skills, says senior study
author Pablo A. Celnik, M.D., professor of physical
medicine and rehabilitation at the Johns Hopkins University
School of Medicine.
"What we found is if you practice a slightly modified version
of a task you want to master, you actually learn more and
faster than if you just keep practicing the exact same thing
multiple times in a row," says Celnik. The work, described
in the Jan. 28 edition of the journal Current Biology, has
implications not only for leisure skills, like learning to play a
musical instrument or a sport, but also for helping patients
with stroke and other neurological conditions regain lost
motor function, he says.
Celnik says the alterations in training have to be small.
Current studies by Celnik's team, still underway and not yet
published, suggest that changing a practice session too
much, brings no significant benefit to motor learning.
"If you make the altered task too different, people do not
get the gain we observed during reconsolidation," he says.
"The modification between sessions needs to be subtle."

Charlotte Johnson
Memorial Award

Presented to the person(s) who contributes
to the West Coast GSSC by the building of
the club in spirit or by hand, always with a
positive attitude, quietly encouraging others
to do their best.

2015 Peter Cho
2014 Teresa Zurberg
2013 Helen Jones
2012 Gabi Hoffmann
2011 Angela Craddock
2010 Nancy Wong
2009 Jane Holowaty
2008 Ros Jamieson
2007 Nick Doktor

www.sciencedaily.com/releases/2016/01/160128130955.htm
Journal Reference:
•
Nicholas F. Wymbs, Amy J. Bastian, Pablo A. Celnik. Motor Skills Are
Strengthened through Reconsolidation. Current Biology, 2016; DOI:
10.1016/j.cub.2015.11.066
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Not always in the forefront,
but always in our hearts 6

HA AKON
SUPER INTENSITY

RELENTLESS ENERGY

BRILLIANT RETRIEVING
MONSTROUS GRIPS

POWERFUL JUMPING

HINDERS POWERFULLY

STRIKES QUICKLY AND WITH POWER

WORLD CLASS

Line breeding

3-3 Asko v.d Lutter
World Champion / German Champion
Vico /Cilly Wolfendobel 5-5

www.bergblickgermanshepherds.com
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bergblickshepherds@shaw.ca

604 308 3187
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PROTECTION WORK- EXECUTING THE ATTACK
Executing the attack exercise
The attack exercise is very valuable
and reflects the purpose and
importance of the exercise.

The attack against the dog is
executed from the guarding or
holding phase after the escape and
after the attack against the handler
from distance. In this circumstance,
pressure is brought against the dog

A properly executed attack puts the
dog in the situation where it can
freely decide to do nothing, flee or
engage. It is in this moment where
the true courage and character of
the dog is tested and exposed. It is
the dog’s behaviour in this fleeting
but critical moment, that tells the
judge how and why the dog
responds to the pressure and how
to evaluate the performance. Does
the dog avoid, hesitate, take hold of
or strike the sleeve/arm in
response? Does the dog bite the
sleeve/arm with a frontal, half or a
full grip? The conviction in
response, speed of response,
power of the response, striking
behavior and biting technique are
all considered when categorizing
the results.

Trial Helpers have a very important
role to play in properly executing
the various exercises of the
protection phases. In the trial
regulations the role of the helper is
very specific in that the dog is
required to be pressured by the
helper in the designated stages.
This is done to allow the dog the
opportunity to demonstrate its
ability to confidently, powerfully and
physically counter threatening
actions.
The trial regulations describe 2
types of “attack” by the helper. One
is against the dog and the other
against the handler.

while it is guarding and before it
bites.

The helper must have the ability to
portray the attack as a realistic
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WEST COAST GERMAN
SHEPHERD SC
fund raiser

West Coast German Shepherd SC
CONTINUES SUPPORT OF POLICE DOG UNITS IN
BRITISH COLUMBIA.
The people behind the people and dogs who serve and protect

2015 Mission
Accomplished Thank you
for your tremendous
support in helping us reach
our 2015 goal

2015 goal
$2500.00

Jane Holowaty and Lance
Collins of the West Coast
German Shepherd SC
present a cheque
to the

Victoria Police Dept
K9 Unit
A portion of the profits raised
from all the activities of the
West Coast German
Shepherd SC go towards a
donation to a police canine
department in BC.

2500.00
VICTORIA POLICE DEPT
K9 UNIT

NorthWest Tank Lines,
DogSport Gear
Zinger Crates
Ecollar Technologies
are the major sponsors of
West Coast German
Shepherd SC events.

2016 goal
$3000.00

$100.00
currently
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PROTECTION WORK- EXECUTING THE ATTACK
challenge. The trial helper properly
executes the enactment of the
“attack against the dog” by
aggressively raising the padded
stick in a threatening manner, as if
to hit the dog. The helper moves
aggressively towards the dog,
momentarily after bringing the stick
up in a threatening manner.

which is natural to the movement of
the helper’s body when bringing the
stick up during the attack. During
the enactment of the attack, the
padded sleeve/arm must be held
quietly and close to the body but
must be freely accessible to the dog
giving it a clear opportunity to
counter strike if it chooses.

The helper’s protection arm or
sleeve is not to be separately
moved in a manner that attracts or
encourages the dog to bite before
the helper brings the threat with the
stick.

It is critically important that the
attack exercise be executed
properly or it is meaningless as an
evaluation. Many helpers incorrectly
pop or move the sleeve in a quick
upward motion, enticing the dog
onto the arm before they bring the
threat from the stick. This
movement is not an attack and is
not correct. The sudden upward

No separate movement of the
sleeve/arm is permitted except that

10

movement of the sleeve/arm is a
movement that provokes a prey
response, such as throwing a ball or
waving a sack. This prey movement
encourages (helps) the dog to grab
the sleeve/arm without having to
resolve any conflict.
Such a presentation by the helper is
absolutely contrary to the trial rules,
the role of the helper and the
purpose of the exercise.
When this happens, the judge
should halt the trial and direct the
helper to properly execute the
exercise or replace the helper if
they are unwilling or unable to
perform the exercise properly.
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XULU v. BERGBLICK
IPO3 KKl
OUTSTANDING MASCULINE DOG
BRINGS NATURAL AGGRESSION

Intimidating power barking
Full hard bite
Powerful strikes
High energy obedience
Calm sure tracker
sire;

XULU (LOUIE) IS A DREAM DOG THAT
COMES ALONG ONCE IN A LIFETIME
THE PERFECT BALANCE OF PREY DRIVE
AND NATURAL AGGRESSION.

Dam:

V

Yoschy v Steintal SCH3 (SG - WUSV) Kk1
Ondra v Essenbach SCH1

for information contact:
janeholowaty@gmail.com

HANDLING THIS POWER HOUSE IS NEVER
ROUTINE
LANCE COLLINS
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OPPOSITION REFLEX
Dogs naturally respond to pushes
and pulls by acting in an opposite
manner.
Pulling on the leash in either
direction, pushing down or pulling
up on the dog results in an
opposite direction reaction.
This behavior is a valuable asset in
influencing the training of a dog
and can substantially reduce the
levels of correction needed to block
behavior and to positively influence
the dog’s decision-making process.
Deliberately using a correction that
also incorporates the opposite
response reflex allows the dog to
react to avoid the correction in a

natural and constructive manner
and eliminates the need to block
the opposite response reflex.
This application results in a
significant reduction in the amount
of stress required to cause the
behavior change.
The opposition reflex is
instrumental in proofing and
securing all the static positions.
By incorporating a common set of
criteria for each of the positions,
the learning time in each
subsequent position is faster and
there is less confusion in the
process.
Once the static positions are
secured, the next step is to

The opposition reflex is utilized to
proof and secure the sit

12

introduce the opposition reflex into
the basic position and then
subsequently the front position.
From the front position we progress
to developing the “here”, whereby
the dog learns to come from out of
position into the front position.
The stress of being out of position
influences the dog’s need to make
itself comfortable. That is only
achieved by re-establishing itself in
the front position as quickly and
energetically as possible.

ALL DO
GS BITE

The opposition reflex is utilized to proof and
secure the front position

12
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OPPOSITION REFLEX

Opposition
reflex is used to
proof and
secure the down

Opposition reflex is
used to proof and
secure the stand

Opposition reflex is
used proof and to
secure the call into
the front position
(here)
14
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DRAGONHAUS INC ANNOUNCES A PLANNED BREEDING

SG

ALFRED
vom

HACKSTEIN IPO1
SIRE: GIACKO V SCHAALE TAL SCH 3
DAM: RICHI’S ALEGRA SCH1 IPO3
..
line breeding: TROLL BOSEN NACHBARSCHAFT

bred to

DEIKA
vom

LEHRBACHER SCHLOSS
IPO2
SIRE: TIMMY vd ROEDERBURG IPO3
DAM: BILLY vd KNECHTWEISEN IPO3

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
JEANNE NOVAK

dragonhaus.jeanne@gmail.com
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BUILDING DRIVE IN OBEDIENCE
Discussions are frequently held
about protection work and active
versus reactive aggression. The
importance of having a dog initiate
the work in protection is generally
universally agreed to. However, the
concept of having the dog initiate the
work in obedience is seldom
discussed, even though the same
principles apply.
Most handlers condition the dog to
be reactive to the handler’s
stimulation, be it motivation or
compulsion. Through ignorance on
the handler’s part, the dogs learn to
wait for the handler to give a signal
and stimulate the dog before
anything happens– whether it be
good, interesting or uncomfortable.
The dogs are sometimes tentative or
flat in the trial situation because the
handler is unable to provide the
traditional “help” for the dog to come
into drive that the dog has become
accustomed to.
In order to have a dog sustain drive
throughout the entire Schutzhund
obedience routine it is important to
have the dog stimulate the handler
into work. This concept should be
cultivated in the early development
of the foundation work and be
incorporated into all aspects of
training.
The dog must learn that from the
16

very beginning it is its responsibility
to create action and drive and that
the handler will react to this. This
initiating is then cultivated in all
aspects of training.
The simple exercise of tying your
dog up to a fixed object, leaving it
alone and returning to the dog only
when it barks, teaches the dog that it
can control situations by being
active. This calling-the-handler-back
exercise can lead the team into
obedience exercises.
The start or sit position can be
utilized in the same manner. Having
the dog loading in the sit/start
position is utilized by our handlers to
sustain drive throughout the
obedience routine.
We cultivate the behaviour whereby
the dog loads in the start position.
Later in the program we then insist
that it remain quiet and correct. Just
enough pressure is used to block the
barking without suppressing the
drive. The drive is then released
slowly once the dog begins heeling
or retrieving.
About turns, left & right turns and
changes of pace should bring some
conflict and subsequently stimulate
drive. In this way the work has the
energetic drive that everyone loves
to watch.

PREY DRIVE + CONFLICT =
POWER
Walking onto the trial field should not
be the time where your dog goes
flat. Yet at all trials, you can see that
fear. If you watch the handlers in the
warm up area you can see the
handlers as they work anxiously to
bring their dogs into drive before
they go on the field. They can be
seen pretending to hide their toy on
their person. hoping that
the dog will buy in to the concept
that the toy is there.
So the question is....how can training
create a situation where the dog
stays active and pushes for more
from the handler.
Active vs reactive have been
discussed in the previous
paragraphs but what also has to be
considered is that motivational
training and compulsion training are
also processes where the dog is
conditioned to be reactive.
Motivational training is teaching
without conflict and that in itself is a
problem for active behaviour.
We deliberately create levels of
conflict, below the dogs termination
threshold to create drive. We use
prey drive and conflict to create the
active behaviour necessary to
sustain the dog’s drives for the entire
obedience routine.
16
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DOGS ARE
PROBLEM SOLVERS

DOG MAKES
CORRECT CHOICES

Handler
responds
positively

Praise
FIRST
then rewards
play,
toys &
games

BUT
“reward”
is defined by
dog

Unrewarded
behavior will
disappear

Dogs are
situational
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Rewarded
behavior
will
continue

THEY LEARN BY
TRIAL & ERROR

Behavior
precedes
learning

DOG MAKES
AN ERROR

“EFFORT ERROR”

“LACK OF EFFORT ERROR”

CHARACTERIZED BY CONFUSION
OR FEAR

CHARACTERIZED BY
INATTENTIVENESS OR DISINTEREST

Handler
is gentle but
firm as they
show dog
what to do

Handler
corrects
dog
Dog must
know how
to STOP
correction

dog must
know how to
PREVENT
correction
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TRAINING PROGRAM
TRAINING PROGRAM
What is your plan?
Creating a reliable, enthusiastic and
highly competitive dog requires a
well-planned and well executed
sequence of training and learning
that encourages high enthusiasm,
reliability and precision.
This planned sequence of training
has to follow learning principles and
must embrace the culture of the dog
(natural genetic behaviors).
Creating great canine athletes is
about combining talent and
fundamentals to produce great
technique. Properly learning
fundamentals in the right sequence

makes high performance and
consistency possible.
Creating something extraordinary
means the handler must pay attention
to detail and be patient throughout the
process.

Training strategy
Our training strategy is to identify the
components that the dog needs to
know and address them one at a time
in a logical and systematic process for
every exercise.

MAND TO
OM COM
TRAIN FR OMMAND
C
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DRAGONHAUS INC IS PLEASED TO INTRODUCE

SG

BENNY von KRAIBURG
SIRE: GRISU von MaKeRa SCH3 IPO3 (SG-BSP)
DAM: TERRY vom WALDWINKEL IPO3

FOR MORE INFORMATION CONTACT
FRANK NOVAK

fsnovak@gmail.com
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TRAINING PROGRAM

Obedience Training Flow Chart
for IPO
Retrieve

Send out

Here

Front position

Out

Hold

Open Field Heeling

Left Turns
Heeling Forward
Heeling Backwards

Absolute attention
under distraction

Automatic Adjustment in
straight and close in
Basic Position

Down

Stand

Basic
Position
Absolute attention under distraction
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IAN von der Ransch-Saltztalblick IPO3 Kkl
HD ED normal

Sire: Keagan von der Salztal-Höhe
Dam: Ondra von der Salztal-Höhe

IPO1 97 97 98 292 V
IPO2 98 95 98 291 V
IPO3 100 96 96 292 V

Ian

and the young up and coming

AIK vom WOLFSSPRUNG
DOB: 17 07 2014
HD ED Normal HD -ZW 69
Tested for Degenerative Myelopathie: N/N free

Sire: Vero vom Österfeld
Dam: Emmy vom Schiffweiler Land

A handsome
young male with
extreme drives.
In training for
top competition
in the coming
years.
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Kirtorf - Lehrbach Germany
Tel:+49 (0) 6635 230 Fax: +49 (0) 6635 1335
Cel: +49 (0) 171 6743846
Email webmaster@werner-kebernik.de
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Dog Training Center KEBERNIK
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TRUE OBEDIENCE
Obedience is only valuable if the dog
is compliant under distraction.

Compliance to commands is just as
important to the pet dog owner.

Distraction is best described as when
the dog is more attracted to
something other than what the
handler is offering.

Obedience is the dog’s prompt and
willing compliance on the first
command even if it is being enticed
by a stronger attraction elsewhere
(what we call a distraction).

Distractions at major events can be overwhelming
Distractions at major competitions
Teaching a dog to make reliable and
can be overwhelming for both the
confident decisions in response to
handler and the dog. Training to work
the handler’s first command under
in an environment that includes
even a powerful distraction defines
distraction as a part of a normal
real obedience.
training regimen will minimize the
effects of strange environments.

This teaching process requires
clearly applied consequences for the
dog’s choices or decisions
subsequent to the command (both
right and wrong choices).
A command from a handler requires
a decision by the dog. A dog’s
decision making process is relatively
simple. If the consequence for a
decision feels good the dog will
willingly repeat it. If the consequence
does not feel good, the dog will avoid
doing it again.
When given a command, the dog (in
its canine fashion) quickly calculates
the benefit vs risk and acts
accordingly. The consequence for
complying and the consequence for
not complying should have a
sufficient degree of separation in
comfort to discourage acts of noncompliance and promote acts of
compliance.
OWER

IVE = P

REY DR

ICT + P
CONFL

For working and competition dogs,
compliance to the handler is not a
matter of handler ego. It is a matter of
safety for the dog, the people and
other animals around the dog and, for
service dogs it includes the subjects
of interest that the dog may be
required to apprehend or rescue.
22
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www.miuragolf.com
-Striving for excellence-

Wishing everyone at Workweek an
outstanding experience !

W h o o s h !!
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TRUE OBEDIENCE
Proofing is the process whereby the
dog is trained to ignore distractions
and pay strict attention to the
handler’s instructions. The proofing
stage is subsequent to the
motivational stage in the teaching
process. It commences only when
the handler sees the dog has a good
understanding of the exercise.
Consequences:
The consequences for correct
choices are described as “rewards”
The consequences for incorrect
choices (mistakes) are described as
“corrections”. There must be a clear
separation of comfort levels between
the consequences for right and
wrong work. This will speed up the
dog’s learning to comply with the
handler’s command.
The teaching and learning process is
developed by giving the dog a
command for an action it knows how
to do and then introducing a
distraction to deliberately provoke
the dog to make a small mistake
(wrong choices). Once the mistake is
made, the trainer then, in a
controlled manner introduces a
consequence to discourage that
wrong choice. If the dog performs
correctly without falling victim to the
distraction then the consequences
are to reward the dog for the good
choices.
Mistakes by the dog are
opportunities for the handler:

24

The introduction of low levels of
distraction to deliberately entice
the dog to make mistakes gives
the trainer the opportunity to
show the dog why it should be
more attentive to the task at
hand.
The controlled introduction of
distractions is done deliberately
to teach the dog a number of
important concepts.
• Disregarding or ignoring
the handler’s commands
brings penalties of
withholding of the reward
plus discomfort plus
handler disapproval.
• Compliance to the
handler’s commands
brings benefits of handler
approval plus a reward.
• Adjusting the wrong
behavior to the right
behaviour brings the
handler approval plus a
reward
• Avoiding the wrong
behaviour brings handler
approval plus a reward

Corrections:
Corrections provide consequences of
discomfort. They are one of several
essential tools needed to build prompt
and willing compliance to the handler’s
commands even when the dog is
tempted by a distraction (attraction
elsewhere). Using corrections in the
proper context is key to the dog giving a
positive response.
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FINN v Metterursprung IPO3 KKl
9th place WUSV WORLD CHAMPIONSHIPS
2 x CANADIAN CHAMPION
3 x WUSV TEAM CANADA
Sire: Zender vom Lusondai Sch3 (WUSV - SG)
Dam: Prisca vom dunklen Zwinger Sch1

Finn brings real power
and a crushing grip in
protection; intensity and
focus in tracking; and
willingness for the
handler in obedience.
He is passing
these traits on to
his puppies.

25

gchoffmann@shaw.ca
604 308 2638
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COMMUNICATION WITH DOGS
Communication with a dog is not an
exact art.
As with people, the message may not
be received exactly as the handler
had intended.

The handler must make the effort to
ensure that any message sent to the
dog is properly understood. This is
particularly important when
corrections are involved. To ignore
that part of the learning process
leaves the dog at a big
disadvantage.
It is inappropriate for the handler to
“assume” the dog understands when
too often, the dog actually doesn’t.
Should this be the case, the
relationship between the two is likely
to be compromised.
To avoid compromising the handlerdog relationship, it is very important
that the handler quickly repeat any
situation that provokes a correction.
It may take several repetitions to
confirm that the dog understands
the exact cause of the correction

Knowledge

and the means by which it can
successfully control the risk of a
correction. In some cases that
process may be extended over
several training sessions.
Normally it will take several more
repetitions to have the dog see the
situation positively and develop an
expectation that working through the
distraction enthusiastically is a
means to provoke a reward from the
handler.
Only when the dog demonstrates
the appropriate behaviour on the
command, can the handler be
assured that the message from the
correction was received in the
manner it was intended. It is only the
dog which can confirm the
understanding.
THE W
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GRAPH OF KNOWLEDGE
WHICH ZONE ARE YOU IN?
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How much
more I realize
there is to
know

How much I
think I
know(%)
How much I
actually know
the
“I Know Nothing”
phase
Beginner
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the
“I’m an expert”
phase
Hazard

the
“I know nothing”
phase
Expert

Expertise
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STARTING THE DOG IN PROTECTION
A dog will never work to its peak
capability if the dog is not high in
drive and in the correct drive.
The tone and consistency of the
barking indicates to the helper
what drive the dog is functioning
in, and with that, the level of drive
the dog can bring.
Offensive fight drive is comprised
of the combination of prey drive
and fight drive. It is a “picking a
fight” attitude that comes out of
their natural hunting instincts.
The objective of the training
helper,
in

protection work, is to cultivate a
balance of prey and fight drive.
I compare it to a single spout sink
faucet where one tap is hot and
the other is cold. The objective is
to turn on both taps and get a
balance of water that is plentiful
and comfortably warm.

movement.
It is critical for dogs that lean
heavily towards prey drive, that
this concept be established prior to
any biting. Failure to establish this
concept firmly in the dog's mind
will result in problems in all “out”
and “hold” phases.

Fight drive must be initiated in the
initial stages of protection and is
best cultivated from conflict.
Active versus reactive behavior;
It is essential that the dog
understands that its own activity
stimulates the helper into

In order to develop convincing
bark phases, we must ensure the
dog sees a still helper as a major
adversary. This is done most
effectively in the first exposures to
the helper triggered by defense
drive.

EVERY S
TEP
COUNTS

604 306 5021
Whether the warm or the cold weather is getting through to
you, or you are just in dire need of a cool drink to quench
your thirst, you can’t go wrong with a reliable company
providing the entire hvac systems in your area. And when
you’re located within the Greater Vancouver area, then
there’s no one else to call for your hvac systems
requirements than Hamilton Industries.

HEATING
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AIR
CONDITIONING

VENTILATION

REFRIGERATION
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we breed only the best quality dogs which are
titled and proven producers with balanced
temperament and high drive for work!
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STARTING PROTECTION WORK
The pre-requisite to starting formal
protection work with a young dog is
that the dog has been schooled in
prey drive and prey techniques by the
handler.

PREY DRIVE CYCLE

ELEMENTS
&
SEQUENCES

Once the dog has demonstrated good
skills in executing the prey cycle and
has matured enough to be able to
emotionally manage the challenge, we
will introduce the dog to the serious
side of fighting drive / protection work.

This maturing is left to a minimum of
12 months of age. Some dogs we
leave even longer if we see they are
slowi in developing.

We begin introducing the dog to the
helper, by first introducing the dog
to a personal threat or risk threat at
a low level.

Generally, the dog’s initial
introductions to the helper sets the
dog’s impression of the helper for
the rest of it’s training career.

The strategy is to provoke a
defensive aggression response to
the situation without putting the dog
into avoidance.

If the dog initially perceives the helper
as a prey “jockey” that then becomes
very difficult to change later.

From the dog’s defensive reaction
we build the dog’s confidence in the
value of the fighting drive to dispel
or manage risk.

From this initial introduction, the dog
will stay in prey whenever the helper
is present.
This then limits barking at the helper
to prey drive and as such will lack
conviction and intimidation.

This is accomplished by starting the
young dog at a distance from the
helper. The helper is set on the field
before the dog is brought to the
field.

avoidance
Prime working zone

Defense Fight
Drive

Level
of
drive

Minimum attraction
maximum drive

Provoked on perceived or
real risk
Promotes instant behavior
Promotes extreme drive with
little attraction

Stimulation
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STARTING PROTECTION WORK
The helper should be well away
from spectators standing quietly
and partially concealed.

the location where the helper is
hiding. The helper will make a
movement or unfamiliar sounds to
slightly unnerve the dog.

When the dog comes onto the field
it is brought to a position 20-25
meters from the concealed helper
facing the helper’s position and
held with a slightly tight short
leash.

Normally the dog reacts to these
stimulations by stopping and
looking at the source to determine
if there is a personal risk. Once
this initial position has been taken,
the handler should quietly
encourage the dog.

The dog is then brought towards
the concealed helper until the dog
alerts on

If the dog then alerts to the helper
the handler should quietly praise
and softly pet the dog in support of
the alerting behaviour. If the
handler's praise distracts the dog
they must stop immediately. The
handler should only be support not
distracting.
When the dog alerts and starts
barking in the direction of the
helper, the helper should be
prepared to respond to the barking
by running away. The uncertainty of
the situation normally provokes an
anxious or conflict bark. This bark
can be quite aggressive initially and
running away will reward the dog for
such behaviour.
These sessions will be repeated
over the next few weeks until the
dog begins to initiate the process
from the moment it walks on the
field.

avoidance
Prime working zone

Prey drive is a reactive behavior

Prey Drive
The level of drive is relative
to the level of attraction

Level
of
drive

Limited in bringing the dog to
maximum drive
Loses intensity with familiarity
and the age of the dog

Stimulation
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STARTING PROTECTION WORK
The helpers goal should be
getting the dog into the right
drive not getting the dog to bite.
It is not biting that is important.
It is why the dog bites that
should be the priority.

•

If the dog does not alert to, or
challenge the helper, there are
several options, which can be
considered.
• From the concealed
position the helper can
make some movement
and some noises from
this movement that can
bring more unsureness
from the dog, thereby

stimulating a defensive
reaction.
The helper can move
stealthily closer and with
a threatening body
position. Stern facial
expression, eye contact
and suspicious body
movement can add
conflict that may create
the necessary
unsureness in the dog to
stimulate a bark.

The bark should cause a prey
movement reaction from the
helper. This movement or
attraction should be in direct

proportion to the bark.
A short bark should bring a
short movement and then a
resumption of the pose that
stimulated the unsureness in
the dog, which created the urge
to bark.
By responding to each bark
with a comparable prey
movement, the dog will begin to
get the idea that it can control
this potential danger with
barking, and get satisfaction
through the stimulation of its
prey drives which the helper

avoidance
Prime working zone

Founded in natural hunting
behavior

Offensive Fight
Drive

Level
of
drive

Balances risk with reward

Promoted by positive
experience
Combines surmountable
risk with high reward

Stimulation
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STARTING PROTECTION WORK
brings in movement following the
defensive bark.
The defensive activities of the dog
are rewarded by prey activities from
the helper.
If the dog barks continuously and
intensively towards the helper the
helper is free to give continuous
reaction.

33

Should the dog stop barking, for
whatever reason, the helper must
stop the prey movement
immediately and resume a still but
suspicious position.
The goal here is to create conflict
to get the dogs attention. Attracting
the dog with prey attraction in this
situation would be a major mistake.

Helpers must learn to be
comfortable with the concept that
dogs are experts in communicating
through body position and stance.
Creating conflict and remaining still
is an acquired skill.
“A picture is worth a thousand
words” is magnified in the dog
world.
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West Coast GSSC MEMBERS qualifiers / participants at WUSV World Championships
32 times, 15 different dogs, 8 different people,
2015 Lahti, Finland
Lance Collins & Haakon v Moerfelder Land
Gabi Hoffmann & Finn v Metterursprung

2000 Wavre, Belgium
Wanda Rose & Gero v Korbeltal
Darryl Haringsma & Bure v Norbreeze
Lance Collins – tracking judge

2014 Haguenau, France
Gabi Hoffmann & Finn v Metterursprung
Lance Collins & Haakon v Moerfelder Land

1999 Baunatal, Germany
Wanda Rose & Gero v Korbeltal

2013 Philadelphia, USA
Lance Collins & Haakon v Moerfelder Land
Gabi Hoffmann & Finn v Metterursprung

1998 Boston, USA
Pat Brown-John & Basko v Korbeltal
Rita Mucher & Igor v Floriansbrunnen

2011 Kiev, Ukraine
Nancy Wong & Cona v Blickenberg

1997 Lucerne, Switzerland
Lance Collins & Dino v. Laichenbach
Pat Brown-John & Basko v Korbeltal
Rita Mucher & Igor v Floriansbrunnen

2010 Seville, Spain
Lance Collins & Zando v Cap Arkona
Ros Jamieson & Aris v. Lensenhaus
Gabi Hoffmann & Yoschy v. Steintal

1995 Budapest, Hungary
Rita Mucher & Igor v Floriansbrunnen

2009 Krefeld, Germany
Ros Jamieson & Aris v. Lensenhaus
Gabi Hoffmann & Yoschy v. Steintal
Lance Collins & Zando v Cap Arkona
(qualified)
Lance Collins – protection judge

1993 Nijmegen, Holland
Lance Collins & Dune v Bergblick
1992 Linz, Austria
Lance Collins & Dune v Bergblick
1991 Strasbourg, France
Pat Brown-John & Blista v Bergblick
Lance Collins & Dune v Bergblick (qualified)

2008 Cincinnati, USA
Gabi Hoffmann & Yoschy v. Steintal
Ros Jamieson & Aris v. Lensenhaus –
alternate

1989 Maribor, Slovenia
Lance Collins & Dune v Bergblick

2002 Steyr, Austria
Pat Brown-John & Dax v Malerhaus

1985 Budapest, Hungary
Lance Collins & Nova v Birkland

2001 Maribor, Slovenia
Pat Brown-John & Dax v Malerhaus
PLAYING
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ANKA v FUCHSSTEIN IPO1 Kkl
Sire: SG Kinski v Heidhof IPO3 (SG-BSP)
KK1

5 x BSP competitor

Dam: V Wendy v Fuchsstein IPO 2 KK1
line bred: Yoschy vd Dollenwiese 4-4 ;

to be bred to

HAAKON v MOERFELDER LAND
IPO3 (SG-WUSV) Kkl
lrcollins@shaw.ca

Litter Due: May 2016
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